Innovation Works: First Honor Roll Lists 309 Students

By BILL BROYLES

The publication of the spring semester’s President’s Honor Roll reveals 309 students in honor standing. This is an increase of 87 students over last year’s Dean’s List.

Calculations for this semester’s list were the first made under the new regulations permitting a grade of “3” to be cancelled by two “1’s.” Under the previous system, grades lower than “2” disqualified the student from honor standing.

STRANGELY ENOUGH, if measured in this manner, this semester’s Honor Roll would number 222, identical to the number on last spring’s Dean’s List.

By classes, there are 43 freshmen, 84 sophomores, 83 juniors, and 100 seniors on this semester’s list. 71 are from Houston and vicinity, 163 from the remainder of Texas, 74 from other states, one from
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(Continued from Page 1) be solicited by the committee in various ways in addition to the open meeting technique. In particular, reliance will be placed on ideas developed in meetings with selected small faculty and student groups known to have a particular interest in various aspects of the committee’s work.

Information will be compiled on the outstanding characteristics of undergraduate programs on other campuses, and literature concerned with undergraduate education will be surveyed.

PRESENT PLANS call for additional open meetings dealing with other topics being studied by the committee. Furthermore, interested faculty and students are invited to attend the regular weekly meetings of the committee held each Wednesday afternoon beginning at 3:30.

The committee will welcome written comments and proposals relating to the Rice undergraduate program, information concerning programs on other campuses which might profitably be examined, and references to books and articles containing information and ideas which will assist it in its efforts to accurately appraise the present Rice program and to develop proposals for change.

Inquiries and information relating to work of the committee should be directed to Professor Brothers, committee chairman.